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Áldomás: “Made with Hungarian passion”

In our fast-moving world it is increasingly important that the food on our table day after day not only be tasty, but nourish in the noblest sense of the word.

Áldomás products present the rich gastronomical values and premium quality foods of Hungary and the Carpathian Basin to the consumers.

General characteristics of Áldomás products:
- Carefully selected, organic and natural ingredients
- GMO-free products made without flavour enhancing additives
- Gentle processing and care in the course of production
- Quality tracking from farm to table

We create value
Áldomás is a community brand, comprising products of producers committed to creating natural foods rich in nutrients, sharing a set of common values.

Each product is subjected to a strictly controlled qualifying process, from farm to table, ensuring the excellent quality of the foodstuffs. The prime products, the delicate processing procedures, the entirely GMO-free and flavour enhancing additive-free production and the minimised use of chemicals and additives all contribute to making dishes prepared from Áldomás foods not only nourish, but exert their benevolent effects on the organism’s functioning, promoting health-conscious nutrition.

The Áldomás brand, created with the cooperation of the Hungarian National Trading House comprises food products produced using environmentally friendly procedures that represent premium category in terms of appearance, content and the ingredients used.

Áldomás Sub-brands
Áldomás products are classified into six categories based on their properties.

Equip-Test with Global Headquarter in Budapest Metropolitan Area, Europe is a global player in manufacturing PCB test equipment. Steady investments into a complex R&D department, internal laboratory and high-tech production Plants, lead us to a global well-known brand. Our loyal and well-trained people, who give a full support to our customers, are the backbone of our success. Equip-Test is an European based Fixture and Test probe House with several technical support & sales offices all over Europe and Singapore.

We are dealing with more than 8 differential brands of test probes. Our Fixture manufacturing division has 2 plants in Europe and we are producing ICT Test fixture kits for ICT test systems like Agilent 3070, Teradyne, TRI and other.

I would like to offer to your esteemed company our services and we gladly give you our prices made for you.

- Complete solutions for test equipment: PC-Boards, Cables, Connectors, Set-up-Boxes, Mobile Phones, LED’s (FEASA)
- Test Probes; ICT Test probes (threaded version)
- Equip Designed test fixtures
- Industrial connectors, Equip-designed unique JIGs
- Cable Tester (MCT 400)
- Moduls for unique testing, Leakage Test Modules, Push – Back Test Modules
- TRI ICT Test systems (Executive distribution right for Nordic Region)
- In-system Programmers – ultra fast programming of Micro Controllers

Therefore, If you need more information about our activities or need references, I am ready to assist you in time.

Reference customers in each industries:
- AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY: Audi, Delphi, Volkswagen, Bosch, Continental Automotive etc.
- CONSUMER ELECTRONICS: Philips, Sony, Electrolux, Indesit, Samsung etc.
- EMS COMPANIES: Jabil, Flextronics, Foxconn, Sanmina, etc.
- TELECOMMUNICATION: Nokia, Dell, Samsung
- CABLE HARNESS INDUSTRY: Lear, Leoni, Draexlmayer, SEWS, etc…
- DEFENCE: KITRON
- AEROSPACE: HPS-Lda

Quality Assurance: ISO 9001 and ISO 14001

Website: http://equip-test.com/
ATEV Rendering Close Join Stock Company deals with the collection and neutralization of animal wastes and by-products all over the country. Since its establishment in 1949 the company executes its activity which connects closely to animal health and environmental protection affairs. Before the joining EU already in all plants of the company the treatment and disposal of animal by-products has been processed by a technology which meets both the requirements of EU registration number.

The activities can be divided into two main groups:
- waste treatment service,
- production and marketing of finished products

1.) The animal byproduct treatment service implies selective collection, transportation and producing of animal wastes and by-products. Our service is regularly required by the following partners: - slaughterhouses, meat and poultry industry - farms - municipalities - industries producing products of animal origin, - supermarkets selling animal origin products, restaurants and catering facilities etc.

2.) Product: Processed animal proteins (mixed meal, poultry meal, feather meal), haemoglobin, animal fat and animal fat powder produced from raw material of category 3. according to the regulation No. 1069/2009/EC. The processed animal protein can be used in: - animal feed for pet animals
- animal feeding stuff (as raw material) for animals intended for human consumption.

Animal fat is suitable both: for animal feeding stuff (as raw material); for animals intended; for human consumption; and for industrial purposes.

The animal fat powder can be used in: - for pork, poultry, pet food feeding stuff and aquaculture - adjustment the energy level of feeding stuff.

ATEV Rendering Co. provides its service for its Partners with more than 50 years of practice. Besides the professional staff, the company possesses high quality technology and transporting vehicles. Its home and international connections are of wide range.

Website: [www.atev.hu](http://www.atev.hu)
For over 40 years, **Szabó Gear Manufacturing Ltd.** (Szabó Fogakerékgyártó Kft.) has been producing high quality gears. Originally started as a “one man business” by the owner Ferenc Szabó, our organization has grown and developed to employ 50 highly skilled and experienced employees dedicated to producing the finest quality as demanded by the marketplace. Our organization specializes in Gear Manufacturing and Gearbox production, we deliver Geared Parts, undertake Machining, we also perform Heat Treatment on our gears.

Szabó Gear Manufacturing Ltd. specializes in Gear Manufacturing and Gearbox production, we deliver Geared Parts with Heat treatment: Spur Gears, Straight Bevel Gears, Helical Gears, Worm Gears, Geared Axis, Planetary Gears, Spline Shafts.

We utilize: CNC Hobbing, CNC Gear Grinding, Gear Shaping, Broaching, CNC Turning, CNC Milling, Heat treatment, 3D CNC Measuring. We supply our clients; with very high precision gears e.g. gear pumps.

Larger gears for the renewable energy sector Wind industry. From larger series standardized gears for the Agricultural machinery industry.

We also supply the Automotive industry, Mining industry, Construction-, Rail-, and Paper machinery industry.

With our 2500 m² production facility, located in Kaposvár, Hungary, highly skilled workforce and total engineering capability, commitment to continued investment in training and capital investment, we are better positioned to meet industry leading quality, delivery and lead performance, and overall manufacturing craftsmanship.

Website: [www.szabogear.com](http://www.szabogear.com)
Karsai Plastics Holding Plc

The 100% Hungarian owned Karsai Plastics Holding Plc encompasses 7 member companies across Hungary and one in Romania. It is nowadays within the leading plastic processing companies in the region. Manufacturing of plastic packagings for the pharmaceutical, cosmetic and food industry and technical parts for the automotive and electronic industry takes place on more than 300 plastic processing machines with a nearly 3 decades of experience. Beyond the processing technologies of injection moulding, blow-moulding, extrusion, thermo- and vacuum forming we also have proficiency in 3D prototyping, product- and mould designing, mould manufacturing.

Karsai Hargita Plast Ltd belongs to the Karsai Plastic Holding group (Szekesfehervar, Hungary), which has over 25 years experience in the domain of plastic processing. The Karsai group has 7 subsidiary companies in 3 country of Europe (Hungary, Romania, Serbia), which ensure an efficient product structure.

Karsai Hargita Plast Ltd started its activity in 1998 in Vlahita (HR, Romania). The main activity of our company is the production of plastic packagings for cosmetics, food industry, chemical industry and pharmaceutical industry with the method of injection moulding, injection blowing, press air forming, extrusion.

The basic principle of the company is to uncover the real and hidden demands of the costumers, to introduce new technologies and to develope the most efficient production system. Quality has high priority at Karsai Hargita Plast and it is guaranteed by the ISO 9001/2009, ISO 14001:2005 assurance standards.

http://www.karsai.ro/index.php?pg=1&lg=en&id=1
The company KLIMEX Medical Kft was founded in 2004, since we all have medical backgrounds, our activities have a strong connection to healthcare services. The experts working for the company have decades of experience in supplying and maintaining bed-head systems, nurse-call systems and medical gas systems as well as medical technology equipment and instruments. Furthermore, we can also help our partners with the design and advice of medical technological matters.

Our main scopes of activities

- Design, construction and maintenance of nurse call systems
- Design, construction and maintenance of bed-head unit systems
- Design, construction and maintenance of medical gas systems
- Pneumatic tube post system for hospitals and industrial usage
- Design, advice and project management of medical technology
- Fully comprehensive supply of medical equipment

Our permits and permissions

- Technical designer of the medical technology
- Technical expert of the medical technology
- Technical inspection of building and building technology
- Technical leader of building and building technology

http://klimexmedical.hu/en/about/
Hungexpo C. Co. Ltd. is Hungary's recognised top exhibition organizing company. With 50 years of experience it is the leading actor of the domestic market since 1967. The unique pivot of its success is its own permanent exhibition site, the HUNGEXPO Budapest Fair Center. Hungexpo organizes high-quality trade fairs and exhibitions at home and abroad as well. Through its extended international relations and representation network, it becomes a determining exhibition organizer in East-Central Europe. Another prominent scope is the commercial sale of the Fair Center as an exhibiting and conference site. After a long period, the privatization procedure of Hungexpo finished with the winning of the French GL events group.

Hungexpo C. Co. Ltd. is Hungary's recognised top exhibition organizing company. With nearly 50 years experience, it has been the leading actor of the domestic market since 1967. The unique pivot of its success is its own permanent exhibition site, the HUNGEXPO Budapest Fair Center. Hungexpo C. Co. Ltd. organises high level trade fairs and exhibitions at home and abroad. Through extended international relations and representation network, it is aiming from both exhibiting and trade aspects to become a determining exhibition organizer in East-Central Europe.

Another prominent scope of Hungexpo C. Co. Ltd. is the commercial sale of the HUNGEXPO Budapest Fair Center - as an exhibiting and conference site. In 1999 Hungexpo C. Co. Ltd. won the most prestigious quality classification in the service field, the National Quality Award. Hungexpo has been a joint stock company since 20 October 1990. After a long period, the privatization procedure of Hungexpo has finished in July of 2005. The winner of the privatization bid was the consortium led by the french GL events group. The new owner's business plan provided for an investment program of €20 million. The development has begun in April 2007 when the foundation-stone of the new, multifuncional G pavilion was layed. It was inaugurated in October of 2008 when surrounding ground improvements were also finished.

http://hungexpo.hu/en/company
With 20 years of experience we founded our travel agency in 2004 in Budapest, mainly for inbound tours for individual and group tourism. Over the past 30 years more than 30.000 visitors were shown the Hungarian sights of the Unesco World Heritage and Jewish heritage, the Parliament, the Buda castle and the Chain bridge in Budapest, or the castles in Bratislava, the Schönbrunn Palace in Wien and the Charles Bridge in Prague.

**OUR SERVICES**

- full service organization, programs in Budapest, Hungary and Central Europe
- hotel room booking in Budapest, Hungary and Central Europe in every category
- bus and car transfer in premium category
- train ticket booking for individuals and groups in Hungary and Central Europe
- local tour guide as far as possible in the required language in Budapest, Hungary and Central Europe
- tailor-made tours in Hungary and Central Europe
- bachelor and bachelorette parties, other group programs in Budapest and in the country
- conferences, gala dinners, trainings, study tours, incentive programs
- business incentive events in Hungary

We produce special Extra Premium Fuel component, Green Plus liquid combustion catalyst for better efficiency and lower emission of liquid, gas and solid fuels (coal, biomass, gas, diesel, gasoline, kerosene, mazut). We are reachable on all continents. Last 20 years results: 50-92% smoke reducing at buses in UNDP project, 20% more selling with Biofriendly component treated fuels at Lukoil stations, approved alternative additive in TCEQ Low Emission Fuels LAW for compulsory using in State of TEXAS since 2005. This nanotechnology solution has more than 80 advantages for fuel producers and fuel users, win-win deal for refineries, fuel distributors, end-users, competitors and for government.